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Experience in the field of

Education, Training & Development

Digikamva has deep insights in the Higher Education environment.
We are familiar with the challenges faced in developing high quality
outcomes with limited resources and budgets. In response to these
challenges, we combine subject matter expertise of educators and
teachers to develop & deploy world class digital learning experiences.
We draw on established and academically proven pedagogical
methods, using advanced technologies to enhance the learner
experience.

The DTX Series
The Digital Teaching eXpert and associated Practical Digital
Teaching programme have been specifically developed to
address the growing needs of lecturers and trainers to realise
the full potential of digital mediums of instruction.
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certified professional!
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All successful participants will
receive a Certificate of Completion
for each course passed.
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However, in order to participate on
DTX Week 2, participants need to have
completed both the DTX Week 1 &
the PDT and successfully passed the
assessments for both.
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The PDT is independent and can be
undertaken at any stage and does not
require completion of the DTX Week 1.
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Progression on the DTX series is based on
successful completion of each course.
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DTX Week 1 & PDT

must be completed & passed

before progressing to DTX Week 2
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DTX Digital Teaching &
Learning Essentials
Week 1
The four-day Digital Teaching and Learning Essentials programme is designed to address the
underlying and theoretical concepts that pertain to digitally mediated teaching and learning.

The Course Overview

Units For Day 2
4. Teaching
Approaches in the
Online Environment

Units For Day 3
5. Online Course
Structure
6. Online Course
Design

DAY 4

Units For Day 1
1. Introduction to Educational Technology
2. Digital Literacy and the Role of the
Digital Teacher
3. Learning Management Systems

DAY 3

DAY 2

DAY 1

This course is presented in 8 units over 4 days

DTX

Digital Teaching & Learning Essentials (Week 1)

DAY

UNIT 1 - Introduction to Educational Technology

Units For Day 4
7. Sourcing Teaching
Material & Content
8. Online Course
Evaluation

Full Outcomes & Assessment

One

• Describe the current landscape of educational technology. (4th IR etc.)
• Understand the importance of technological competence when moving into the digital
education space.
• Identify gaps and skills development opportunities in current use of educational technology.

UNIT 2 - Digital Literacy and the Role of the Digital Teacher
•
•
•
•

Identify the components of digital literacy.
Recognize the need for digital literacy in the online teaching and learning environment.
Recognize areas for improvement in educator’s digital literacy skillset.
Develop student support material.

UNIT 3 - Learning Management Systems
• Describe the purpose of a learning management system.
• Understand the structure of a learning management system.
• Identify the teaching tools that are common to all learning management systems.
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DTX Digital Teaching &
Learning Essentials
Week 1
DAY
Two

DAY

Three

UNIT 4 - Teaching Approaches in the Online Environment
• Explain the learning theories that underpin good online instructional design.
• Identify learning theories educators are using in current practice.
• Gagne’s nine events of instruction.

UNIT 5 - Online Course Structure
• Understand the importance of logical course structure and course templates.
• Design a learning path.
• Develop a course development toolkit.

UNIT 6 - Online Course Design
• Explain the ADDIE cycle.
• Apply relevant learning theories in the conversion of educators’ current content to the online
environment. (Gagne and others)
• Apply constructive alignment/backward design in the design of courses.
• Utilize Salmon’s 5-step framework in the design of online courses.
• Analyse course alignment and flow.
• Develop activities that encourage and form students’ digital literacy skills.
DAY
Four

UNIT 7 - Sourcing Teaching Material & Content
• Explain the Creative Commons (CC) Licensing system.
• Apply CC Licenses to developed teaching material.
• Source open educational resources.

UNIT 8 - Online Course Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the importance of ongoing course evaluation.
Identify a range of course evaluation frameworks.
Utilize a course design quality assurance rubric.
Develop a post-course survey according to best practices.
Reflect on current practice and revise and adapt course content where necessary.

DTX Week 1:

Assessment

Participants are required to build a basic digital course
structure in their institutions LMS incorporating the full range of
best practice design elements presented in the course.

A published rubric will guide the participants in the criteria required to produce a
successful course.
Students will be given 2 weeks to complete
and submit online via the LMS in use.
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Digikamva’s PDT Course
Practical Digital Teaching
Undertaken over five days, the Practical Digital Teaching Course aids lecturers, teachers and
other digital facilitators in developing the technical skills required to apply the given digital
platform in use to its maximum potential.

PDT

Practical Digital Teaching

Full Outcomes & Assessment

This course is presented in 14 units, over 5 days.
DAY
One

UNIT 1 - Introduction*
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitator introduction
Participant introduction & experience
Personal teaching with technology approaches
Learning principles & approaches
Site login & familiarisation

UNIT 2 - Moderating Online & Competencies*
• Digital teaching moderation & time management
• Roles & responsibilities of the digital teacher
• Digital teacher competencies

UNIT 3 - Course Structure & Options
•
•
•
•
DAY
Two

Course views
Course menus, structures & options
Minimum course criteria & resources
Online delivery modes & models: Supplementary to fully online

UNIT 4 - Course Development & Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building courses – design & flow
Project planning processes
Practical exercise: Organizing course structure & flow
Practical exercise: Preparing concise content
Discussion exercise: Brainstorming online activities
Practical exercise: Build your course menu

UNIT 5 - Mobile Courses & Use
•
•
•
•
•

Responsive design showcase
Teaching with mobile
Discussion about mobile usage in this institution & good practices
Creating your own content using a smartphone
Analysing learning content
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Digikamva’s PDT Course
Practical Digital Teaching
DAY
Two

DAY

Three

UNIT 6 - Course Content
•
•
•
•

Content types
Tailoring content for learners & their environment
Content readiness & accessibility for student consumption
Analysing learning content

UNIT 7 - Assessment: Test & Assignments
•
•
•
•
•

Test types & creation
Question types
Test deployment
Assignment types
Assignment setup & management

UNIT 8 - Group Management, Discussion & Moderation
•
•
•
•
•

Group tools in the LMS
Practical group management
Netiquette samples & how to publish them
Discussion: Moderation practices
Discussion exercise: Meaningful
discussions
• Managing discussion forums
• Successful discussion moderation
• Assessing discussions

• Project planning processes
• Practical exercise: Organizing course
structure and flow
• Practical exercise: Preparing concise
content
• Discussion exercise: Brainstorming online
activities
• Practical exercise: Build your course menu

UNIT 9 - Online Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
DAY
Four

Identify the tools in the LMS that can be used for online assessment
Apply the principles of good online assessment design
Recognize the importance of regular feedback
Construct relevant, helpful feedback for students
Integrate opportunities for regular feedback in the design of an assessment
Convert F2F tests into an appropriate online format

UNIT 10 - Grading & Grades Management
•
•
•
•

Grades overview
Grades facility setup
Managing grades
Grades reporting & release, & grades management

UNIT 11 - Rubrics
• Rubrics & grading
• Building & deploying rubrics
• Modifying rubrics
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Digikamva’s PDT Course
Practical Digital Teaching
DAY
Five

UNIT 12 - Creating Community Online
• Describe the best practices of creating community online
• Create collaborative activities for students.
• Manage discussion forums or virtual online sessions

UNIT 13 - Retention Tools & Adaptive Release
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive release & rule-based access
Keeping learners informed & on track
Retention tools & what they can do
Creating retention rules & automating responses
Retention rule reporting

UNIT 14 - Synchronous Online Teaching & Learning
•
•
•
•

Virtual teaching tools & platforms
Virtual teaching session setup & preparation
Virtual teaching options & integration into teaching programmes
Practical virtual teaching moderation – group management, technical skills

*PDT Units 1 & 2 are optional for full series and only mandatory when the PDT is presented
independently.

PDT:

Assessment

Participants will be required to develop three separate LMS
course digital activities based on the standard tools within the
deployed LMS that incorporate correct application.

Tool choices are based on a selection list provided and are categorised according
to use i.e. Assessment, Collaboration, Content, Moderation.
Participants will be guided in the development of each tool though the use of a
published rubric.
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DTX Exemplary Digital
Teaching 		
Week 2
The aim of the Exemplary Digital Teaching course is to enable participants, who may already
have many years of experience in successful online teaching, to further hone their craft and to
integrate new tools and facilitation techniques into their growing professional online teaching
practices.
Participants who will most benefit from this programme will have participated in online teaching
to some degree already and who are willing to share their varied experiences with others in a
colloquium of practice within the course and across the wider institution.

DTX

Exemplary Digital Teaching (Week 2)

Full Outcomes & Assessment

This course is presented in 12 units, over 4 days.
DAY
One

UNIT 1 - Content Curation & Review
• Course content review & effectiveness
• Versioning, changes & maintenance

• Content metadata & referencing
• Content quality checklists

UNIT 2 - Originality & Plagiarism
• Types of plagiarism
• Originality tools
• Practical application

• Promoting originality – best practices
• Effective feedback

UNIT 3 - Course Development Project Management
• Course development planning
• Project processes

• Key milestones
• QA processes

UNIT 4 - Open Educational Practices
• Virtual teaching tools & platforms
• The studio in my pocket – video & audio
DAY
Two

UNIT 5 - Personalised Learning
• Personalised learning defined
• Developing personalised learning
• Resourcing & planning for personalised learning

UNIT 6 - Reflective Learning
• Reflective learning defined
• Types of reflective activities
• Creating reflective activities
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DTX Exemplary Digital
Teaching 		
Week 2
DAY

Three

UNIT 7 - Group Based Learning & Collaboration
•
•
•
•

Principles of collaborative learning
Successful collaboration learning in the online space
Moderating groups online
Beyond the discussion board – virtual group collaboration

UNIT 8 - Accessibility
•
•
•
•

Accessibility defined
Regulations & guidelines for accessibility
Designing for accessibility
Content preparation for accessibility

UNIT 9 - Facilitation 2.0
• Flipped classrooms
• Creating the flipped experience – practice & support
• Alternative course modes
DAY
Four

UNIT 10 - Quality Assurance & Evaluation
•
•
•
•

Online quality frameworks
Quality guidelines & checklists – the 4C’s
Peer evaluation
Course user evaluation

•
•
•
•

Exemplary course rubric
Be brave – evaluate
Evaluation options & tools
Peer feedback & practices

UNIT 11 - Analytics, Data & Performance Monitoring
•
•
•
•

Introduction to data analytics
Predictive analytics – useful measures
Retention tools & preparation for analytics
Analytics – successful practices

UNIT 12 - Improving Professional Practices
• Sharing professional practices
• Digital teaching colloquia
• Online teaching forums & professional bodies

DTX Week 2:

Assessment

Participants are required to write a personal reflection on their
digital teaching practices and how they plan to integrate new
approaches to improve digital learning outcomes on their courses.

The assignment must consist of 800-1000 words and will be evaluated by the DTX
Week 2 facilitator.
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A new learning
paradigm for all.
What unit level are the

FAQ’s

courses accredited at?
The courses are accredited at level 5 and
offer 10 credits.

Can the evaluations
be waived?

Yes, but participants will only get a certificate
of attendance. Participants must comply with
the progression rules if they wish to proceed
to other examined weeks.

Can weeks be

shortened or split?
Yes, but it is not preferable considering the high number
of outcomes. Splitting weeks is not recommended as it will
affect participant retention and completion.
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